Abstract. We design a reversible version of truly concurrent process algebra CTC which is called RCTC. It has good properties modulo several kinds of strongly forward-reverse truly concurrent bisimulations and weakly forward-reverse truly concurrent bisimulations. These properties include monoid laws, static laws, new expansion law for strongly forward-reverse truly concurrent bisimulations, τ laws for weakly forward-reverse truly concurrent bisimulations, and congruences for strongly and weakly forward-reverse truly concurrent bisimulations.
Introduction
Process algebras are well-known formal theory based on the so-called interleaving bisimilarity, such as CCS [3] [2] and ACP [1] [4] . We did some works on truly concurrent process algebra, which is called CTC [8] .
Reversible computation is another interesting topic, there are researches [7] [5] [6] on reversible computation by use of communication key, based on the so-called forward-reverse bisimilarity.
In this paper, we introduce reversible computation in CTC, which is called RCTC. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce CTC and truly concurrent bisimilarities. In section 3, we give the socalled forward-reverse truly concurrent bisimilarities on which RCTC is based. We give the syntax and operational semantics of RCTC in section 4. We discuss the properties of RCTC based on strongly forwardreverse truly concurrent bisimilarities in section 5, and the properties of RCTC based on weakly forwardreverse truly concurrent bisimilarities in section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 7.
Backgrounds
In this subsection, we introduce the preliminaries on truly concurrent process algebra CTC [8] , which is based on the truly concurrent bisimulation semantics.
CTC
CTC [8] is a calculus of truly concurrent systems. It includes syntax and semantics:
1. Its syntax includes actions, process constant, and operators acting between actions, like Prefix, Summation, Composition, Restriction, Relabelling. 2. Its semantics is based on labeled transition systems, Prefix, Summation, Composition, Restriction, Relabelling have their transition rules. CTC has good semantic properties based on the truly concurrent bisimulations. These properties include monoid laws, static laws, new expansion law for strongly truly concurrent bisimulations, τ laws for weakly truly concurrent bisimulations, and full congruences for strongly and weakly truly concurrent bisimulations, and also unique solution for recursion.
CTC can be used widely in verification of computer systems with a truly concurrent flavor.
Operational Semantics
The semantics of CTC is based on truly concurrent bisimulation/rooted branching truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences, for the conveniences, we introduce some concepts and conclusions on them.
Definition 2.1 (Prime event structure with silent event). Let Λ be a fixed set of labels, ranged over a, b, c, ⋯ and τ . A (Λ-labelled) prime event structure with silent event τ is a tuple E = ⟨E, ≤, ♯, λ⟩, where E is a denumerable set of events, including the silent event τ . LetÊ = E {τ }, exactly excluding τ , it is obvious that τ * = ǫ, where ǫ is the empty event. Let λ ∶ E → Λ be a labelling function and let λ(τ ) = τ . And ≤, ♯ are binary relations on E, called causality and conflict respectively, such that:
1. ≤ is a partial order and ⌈e⌉ = {e ′ ∈ E e ′ ≤ e} is finite for all e ∈ E. It is easy to see that e ≤ τ * ≤ e ′ = e ≤ τ ≤ ⋯ ≤ τ ≤ e ′ , then e ≤ e ′ .
♯ is irreflexive, symmetric and hereditary with respect to ≤, that is, for all e, e
′ , e ′′ ∈ E, if e ♯ e ′ ≤ e ′′ , then e ♯ e ′′ .
Then, the concepts of consistency and concurrency can be drawn from the above definition:
1. e, e ′ ∈ E are consistent, denoted as e ⌢ e ′ , if ¬(e ♯ e ′ ). A subset X ⊆ E is called consistent, if e ⌢ e ′ for all e, e → C ′ is called a pomset transition from C to C ′ . When the events in X are pairwise concurrent, we say that C X → C ′ is a step.
Definition 2.4 (Weak pomset transitions and weak step)
. Let E be a PES and let C ∈ C(E), and ∅ ≠ X ⊆Ê, 
→
We will also suppose that all the PESs in this paper are image finite, that is, for any PES E and C ∈ C(E) and a ∈ Λ, {e ∈ E C e → C ′ ∧ λ(e) = a} and {e ∈Ê C e ⇒ C ′ ∧ λ(e) = a} is finite.
Definition 2.5 (Pomset, step bisimulation). Let E 1 , E 2 be PESs. A pomset bisimulation is a relation R ⊆ C(E 1 ) × C(E 2 ), such that if (C 1 , C 2 ) ∈ R, and C 1
, with X 1 ⊆ E 1 , X 2 ⊆ E 2 , X 1 ∼ X 2 and (C ′ 1 , C ′ 2 ) ∈ R, and vice-versa. We say that E 1 , E 2 are pomset bisimilar, written E 1 ∼ p E 2 , if there exists a pomset bisimulation R, such that (∅, ∅) ∈ R. By replacing pomset transitions with steps, we can get the definition of step bisimulation. When PESs E 1 and E 2 are step bisimilar, we write E 1 ∼ s E 2 . Definition 2.6 (Weak pomset, step bisimulation). Let E 1 , E 2 be PESs. A weak pomset bisimulation is a relation R ⊆ C(E 1 ) × C(E 2 ), such that if (C 1 , C 2 ) ∈ R, and C 1
, with X 1 ⊆Ê 1 , X 2 ⊆Ê 2 , X 1 ∼ X 2 and (C Definition 2.10 (Weak (hereditary) history-preserving bisimulation). A weak history-preserving (hp-) bisimulation is a weakly posetal relation R ⊆ C(E 1 )×C(E 2 ) such that if (C 1 , f, C 2 ) ∈ R, and C 1 A weakly hereditary history-preserving (hhp-)bisimulation is a downward closed weak hp-bisimulation. E 1 , E 2 are weakly hereditary history-preserving (hhp-)bisimilar and are written E 1 ≈ hhp E 2 . Definition 2.11 (Congruence). Let Σ be a signature. An equivalence relation R on T (Σ) is a congruence if for each f ∈ Σ, if s i Rt i for i ∈ {1, ⋯, ar(f )}, then f (s 1 , ⋯, s ar(f ) )Rf (t 1 , ⋯, t ar(f ) ). ↠ C is a reverse step. ⇉ C is called a weak reverse pomset transition from
Forward-reverse Truly Concurrent Bisimulations
where we define
for every e ∈ X and m ∈ K. When the events in X are pairwise concurrent, we say that C X ⇒ C ′ is a weak forward step and C
⇉ C is a weak reverse step.
We will also suppose that all the PESs in this paper are image finite, that is, for any PES E and C ∈ C(E),
↠ C ∧ λ(e) = a}
⇉ C ∧ λ(e) = a} are finite.
2 ) ∈ R, and vice-versa; (2) 
Syntax and Operational Semantics
We assume an infinite set N of (action or event) names, and use a, b, c, ⋯ to range over N . We denote by N the set of co-names and let a, b, c, ⋯ range over N . Then we set L = N ∪ N as the set of labels, and use l, l to range over L. We extend complementation to L such that a = a. Let τ denote the silent step (internal action or event) and define Act = L ∪ {τ } ∪ L[K] to be the set of actions, α, β range over Act. And K, L are used to stand for subsets of L and L is used for the set of complements of labels in L. A relabelling function f is a function from L to L such that f (l) = f (l). By defining f (τ ) = τ , we extend f to Act. We write P for the set of processes. Sometimes, we use I, J to stand for an indexing set, and we write E i ∶ i ∈ I for a family of expressions indexed by I. Id D is the identity function or relation over set D.
For each process constant schema A, a defining equation of the form A def = P is assumed, where P is a process.
Syntax
We use the Prefix . to model the causality relation ≤ in true concurrency, the Summation + to model the conflict relation ♯ in true concurrency, and the Composition ∥ to explicitly model concurrent relation in true concurrency. And we follow the conventions of process algebra.
Definition 4.1 (Syntax). Reversible truly concurrent processes RCTC are defined inductively by the following formation rules:
1. A ∈ P; 2. nil ∈ P; 3. if P ∈ P, then the Prefix α.P ∈ P and P.α[m] ∈ P, for α ∈ Act and m ∈ K; 4. if P, Q ∈ P, then the Summation P + Q ∈ P; 5. if P, Q ∈ P, then the Composition P ∥ Q ∈ P; 6. if P ∈ P, then the Prefix (α 1 ∥ ⋯ ∥ α n ).P ∈ P (n ∈ I) and P.(
The standard BNF grammar of syntax of RCTC can be summarized as follows:
Operational Semantics
The operational semantics is defined by LTSs (labelled transition systems), and it is detailed by the following definition. The reverse transition rules for Prefix and Summation are shown in Table 2 .
The forward and reverse pomset transition rules of Prefix and Summation are shown in Table 3 and  Table 4 , different to single event transition rules in Table 1 and Table 2 , the forward and reverse pomset transition rules are labeled by pomsets, which are defined by causality . and conflict +.
The forward transition rules for Composition are shown in Table 5 .
The reverse transition rules for Composition are shown in Table 6 .
The forward transition rules for Restriction, Relabelling and Constants are shown in Table 7 .
The reverse transition rules for Restriction, Relabelling and Constants are shown in Table 8 . Table 4 . Reverse pomset transition rules of Prefix and Summation Table 6 . Reverse transition rules of Composition 
Now, we present some properties of the transition rules defined in Definition 4.2.
Proof. By induction on the inference of P α → P ′ and P {α1,⋯,αn} → P ′ , there are several cases corresponding to the forward transition rules in Definition 4.2, we omit them.
Proof. By induction on the inference of P α ↠ P ′ and P {α1,⋯,αn} ↠ P ′ , there are several cases corresponding to the forward transition rules in Definition 4.2, we omit them.
Strongly Forward-reverse Truly Concurrent Bisimulations
Based on the concepts of strongly FR truly concurrent bisimulation equivalences, we get the following laws.
Proposition 5.1 (Monoid laws for strongly FR pomset bisimulation). The monoid laws for strongly FR pomset bisimulation are as follows.
There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Summation in Table 3 , we get
By the reverse transition rules of Summation in Table 4 , we get
With the assumptions P
By the forward transition rules of Summation, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Summation, we get
With the assumptions
Proposition 5.2 (Monoid laws for strongly FR step bisimulation). The monoid laws for strongly FR step bisimulation are as follows.
s P . By the forward transition rules of Summation, we get
Proposition 5.3 (Monoid laws for strongly FR hp-bisimulation).
The monoid laws for strongly FR hpbisimulation are as follows.
There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Summation in Table 1 , we get
By the reverse transition rules of Summation in Table 2 , we get
hp (P + Q) + R, as desired. 3. P + P ∼ f r hp P . By the forward transition rules of Summation, we get
hp P , as desired.
Proposition 5.4 (Monoid laws for strongly FR hhp-bisimulation).
The monoid laws for strongly FR hhpbisimulation are as follows.
hhp (P +Q)+R. There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Summation in Table 1 , we get
hhp P . By the forward transition rules of Summation, we get
hhp P , as desired. 4. P + nil ∼ f r hhp P . There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Summation in Table 1 , we get
hhp P , as desired.
Proposition 5.5 (Static laws for strongly FR step bisimulation). The static laws for strongly FR step bisimulation are as follows. Table 5 , 6, 7, 8 are defined in the flavor of single event, they can be modified into a step (a set of events within which each event is pairwise concurrent), we omit them. If we treat a single event as a step containing just one event, the proof of the static laws does not exist any problem, so we use this way and still use the transition rules in Table 5 , 6, 7, 8.
Proof. Though transition rules in
1. P ∥ Q ∼ f r s Q ∥ P . By the forward transition rules of Composition, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Composition, we get
By the forward transition rules of Composition, we get
s P . By the forward transition rules of Composition, we get
By the forward transition rules of Restriction, we get
→ P ′ By the reverse transition rules of Restriction, we get
s P ′ , and with the assumption P
. By the forward transition rules of Restriction, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Restriction, we get
and with the assumption
. By the forward transition rules of Restriction and Relabelling, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Restriction and Relabelling, we get
So, with the assumption
By the forward transition rules of Composition and Restriction, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Composition and Restriction, we get
s P . By the forward transition rules Relabelling, we get
By the reverse transition rules Relabelling, we get
By the forward transition rules of Relabelling, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Relabelling, we get
. By the forward transition rules of Composition and Relabelling, we get
By the reverse transition rules of Composition and Relabelling, we get
So, with the assumptions (P
Proposition 5.6 (Static laws for strongly FR pomset bisimulation). The static laws for strongly FR pomset bisimulation are as follows.
From the definition of strongly FR pomset bisimulation (see Definition 3.3), we know that strongly FR pomset bisimulation is defined by FR pomset transitions, which are labeled by pomsets. In an FR pomset transition, the events in the pomset are either within causality relations (defined by the prefix .) or in concurrency (implicitly defined by . and +, and explicitly defined by ∥), of course, they are pairwise consistent (without conflicts). In Proposition 5.5, we have already proven the case that all events are pairwise concurrent, so, we only need to prove the case of events in causality. Without loss of generality, we take a pomset of p = {α, β ∶ α.β}. Then the FR pomset transition labeled by the above p is just composed of one single event transition labeled by α succeeded by another single event transition labeled by β, that is,
Similarly to the proof of static laws for strongly FR step bisimulation (see Proposition 5.5), we can prove that the static laws hold for strongly FR pomset bisimulation, we omit them.
Proposition 5.7 (Static laws for strongly FR hp-bisimulation). The static laws for strongly FR hp-bisimulation are as follows.
From the definition of strongly FR hp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.5), we know that strongly FR hp-bisimulation is defined on the posetal product (C 1 , f, C 2 ), f ∶ C 1 → C 2 isomorphism. Two processes P related to C 1 and Q related to C 2 , and f ∶ C 1 → C 2 isomorphism. Initially, (C 1 , f, C 2 ) = (∅, ∅, ∅), and
, and we define
hp . Similarly to the proof of static laws for strongly FR pomset bisimulation (see Proposition 5.6), we can prove that static laws hold for strongly FR hp-bisimulation, we just need additionally to check the above conditions on FR hp-bisimulation, we omit them.
Proposition 5.8 (Static laws for strongly FR hhp-bisimulation). The static laws for strongly FR hhpbisimulation are as follows.
Proof. From the definition of strongly FR hhp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.5), we know that strongly FR hhp-bisimulation is downward closed for strongly FR hp-bisimulation. Similarly to the proof of static laws for strongly FR hp-bisimulation (see Proposition 5.7), we can prove that static laws hold for strongly FR hhp-bisimulation, that is, they are downward closed for strongly FR hp-bisimulation, we omit them.
Proposition 5.9 (Milner's expansion law for strongly FR truly concurrent bisimulations). Milner's expansion law does not hold any more for any strongly FR truly concurrent bisimulation, that is,
Proof. In nature, it is caused by α ∥ β and α.β + β.α having different causality structure. By the transition rules of Composition and Prefix, we have
Proposition 5.10 (New expansion law for strongly FR step bisimulation).
Proof. Though transition rules in Definition 4.2 are defined in the flavor of single event, they can be modified into a step (a set of events within which each event is pairwise concurrent), we omit them. If we treat a single event as a step containing just one event, the proof of the new expansion law has not any problem, so we use this way and still use the transition rules in Definition 4.2.
(1) The case of strongly forward step bisimulation. Firstly, we consider the case without Restriction and Relabeling. That is, we suffice to prove the following case by induction on the size n.
For P ≡ P 1 ∥ ⋯ ∥ P n , with n ≥ 1, we need to prove
is obvious. Then with a hypothesis n, we consider R ≡ P ∥ P n+1 . By the forward transition rules of Composition, we can get
} Now with the induction assumption P ≡ P 1 ∥ ⋯ ∥ P n , the right-hand side can be reformulated as follows.
Then, we can easily add the full conditions with Restriction and Relabeling.
(2) The case of strongly reverse step bisimulation. Firstly, we consider the case without Restriction and Relabeling. That is, we suffice to prove the following case by induction on the size n.
↠ P ′ 1 is obvious. Then with a hypothesis n, we consider R ≡ P ∥ P n+1 . By the reverse transition rules of Composition, we can get
↠ P ′ n+1 } Now with the induction assumption P ≡ P 1 ∥ ⋯ ∥ P n , the right-hand side can be reformulated as follows.
Proposition 5.11 (New expansion law for strong pomset bisimulation).
Proof. From the definition of strongly FR pomset bisimulation (see Definition 3.3), we know that strongly FR pomset bisimulation is defined by FR pomset transitions, which are labeled by pomsets. In an FR pomset transition, the events in the pomset are either within causality relations (defined by the prefix .) or in concurrency (implicitly defined by . and +, and explicitly defined by ∥), of course, they are pairwise consistent (without conflicts). In Proposition 5.10, we have already proven the case that all events are pairwise concurrent, so, we only need to prove the case of events in causality. Without loss of generality, we take a pomset of p = {α, β ∶ α.β}. Then the FR pomset transition labeled by the above p is just composed of one single event transition labeled by α succeeded by another single event transition labeled by β, that is,
↠. Similarly to the proof of new expansion law for strongly FR step bisimulation (see Proposition 5.10), we can prove that the new expansion law holds for strongly FR pomset bisimulation, we omit them.
Proposition 5.12 (New expansion law for strong hp-bisimulation).
Proof. From the definition of strongly FR hp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.5), we know that strongly FR hp-bisimulation is defined on the posetal product (C 1 , f, C 2 ), f ∶ C 1 → C 2 isomorphism. Two processes P related to C 1 and Q related to C 2 , and
And
hp . Similarly to the proof of new expansion law for strongly FR pomset bisimulation (see Proposition 5.11), we can prove that new expansion law holds for strongly FR hp-bisimulation, we just need additionally to check the above conditions on FR hp-bisimulation, we omit them.
Proposition 5.13 (New expansion law for strongly hhp-bisimulation). Let
Proof. From the definition of strongly FR hhp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.5), we know that strongly FR hhp-bisimulation is downward closed for strongly FR hp-bisimulation.
Similarly to the proof of new expansion law for strongly FR hp-bisimulation (see Proposition 5.12), we can prove that new expansion law holds for strongly FR hhp-bisimulation, that is, they are downward closed for strongly FR hp-bisimulation, we omit them.
Theorem 5.14 (Congruence for strongly FR step bisimulation). We can enjoy the congruence for strongly FR step bisimulation as follows.
Proof. Though transition rules in Definition 4.2 are defined in the flavor of single event, they can be modified into a step (a set of events within which each event is pairwise concurrent), we omit them. If we treat a single event as a step containing just one event, the proof of the congruence does not exist any problem, so we use this way and still use the transition rules in Definition 4.2.
If
By the forward transition rules of Prefix, we can get
By the transition rules of Prefix, we can get
. By the reverse transition rules of Prefix, we can get
There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Summation, we can get
By the reverse transition rules of Summation, we can get
There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Composition, we can get
2 ∥ Q ′ By the reverse transition rules of Composition, we can get
′ , and with the assumptions P
There are several cases, we will not enumerate all. By the forward transition rules of Restriction, we get
∖ L By the reverse transition rules of Restriction, we get
, and with the assumption P
. By the forward transition rules of Relabelling, we get
Proof. From the definition of strongly FR hp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.5), we know that strongly FR hp-bisimulation is defined on the posetal product (C 1 , f, C 2 ), f ∶ C 1 → C 2 isomorphism. Two processes P related to C 1 and Q related to C 2 , and f ∶ C 1 → C 2 isomorphism. Initially, (C 1 , f, C 2 ) = (∅, ∅, ∅), and
hp . Similarly to the proof of congruence for strongly FR pomset bisimulation (see Theorem 5.15), we can prove that the congruence holds for strongly FR hp-bisimulation, we just need additionally to check the above conditions on FR hp-bisimulation, we omit them. Proof. From the definition of strongly FR hhp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.5), we know that strongly FR hhp-bisimulation is downward closed for strongly FR hp-bisimulation.
Similarly to the proof of congruence for strongly FR hp-bisimulation (see Theorem 5.16), we can prove that the congruence holds for strongly FR hhp-bisimulation, we omit them. Table 9 . Forward and reverse transition rules of τ So, there may be not recursive expression for strongly FR truly concurrent bisimulations. For the same reason, there also may be not recursive expression for weakly FR truly concurrent bisimulations.
Weakly Forward-reverse Truly Concurrent Bisimulations
Remembering that τ can neither be restricted nor relabeled, we know that the monoid laws, the static laws and the new expansion law in section 5 still hold with respect to the corresponding weakly FR truly concurrent bisimulations. And also, we can enjoy the congruence of Prefix, Summation, Composition, Restriction, Relabelling and Constants with respect to corresponding weakly FR truly concurrent bisimulations. We will not retype these laws, and just give the τ -specific laws. The forward and reverse transition rules of τ are shown in Table 9 , where τ → √ is a predicate which represents a successful termination after execution of the silent step τ .
Proposition 6.1 (τ laws for weakly FR step bisimulation). The τ laws for weakly FR step bisimulation is as follows. Proof. Though transition rules in Definition 4.2 are defined in the flavor of single event, they can be modified into a step (a set of events within which each event is pairwise concurrent), we omit them. If we treat a single event as a step containing just one event, the proof of τ laws does not exist any problem, so we use this way and still use the transition rules in Definition 4.2. Proof. From the definition of weakly FR hhp-bisimulation (see Definition 3.6), we know that weakly FR hhp-bisimulation is downward closed for weakly FR hp-bisimulation.
Similarly to the proof of τ laws for weakly FR hp-bisimulation (see Proposition 6.3), we can prove that the τ laws hold for weakly FR hhp-bisimulation, we omit them.
